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Predictive Feedback Control is an easy-to-implement method to stabilize unknown unsta-
ble periodic orbits in chaotic dynamical systems. Predictive Feedback Control is severely
limited because asymptotic convergence speed decreases with stronger instabilities which
in turn are typical for larger target periods, rendering it harder to effectively stabilize pe-
riodic orbits of large period. Here, we study stalled chaos control, where the application
of control is stalled to make use of the chaotic, uncontrolled dynamics, and introduce an
adaptation paradigm to overcome this limitation and speed up convergence. This modified
control scheme is not only capable of stabilizing more periodic orbits than the original
Predictive Feedback Control but also speeds up convergence for typical chaotic maps, as
illustrated in both theory and application. The proposed adaptation scheme provides a way
to tune parameters online, yielding a broadly applicable, fast chaos control that converges
reliably, even for periodic orbits of large period.
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Chaos control underlies a broad range of applications across physics and beyond. To suc-
cessfully use chaos control schemes in applications, different robustness and convergence
properties need to be considered from a practical point of view. For instance, for control
to be useful in praxis, a method does not only need to guarantee convergence to the desired
state, but convergence also has to be sufficiently fast.
Predictive Feedback Control provides an easy-to-implement way to realize chaos control
in discrete time dynamical systems (iterated maps). However, periodic orbits of larger peri-
ods are typically highly unstable, leading to slow convergence. Here, we systematically inves-
tigate a recently introduced extension of Predictive Feedback Control obtained by stalling
control and complement it with an adaptation mechanism. The stalling of control, i.e., re-
peated transient interruption of control, takes advantage of the uncontrolled chaotic dy-
namics, thereby speeding up convergence. Adaptation provides a way to tune the control
parameters online to values which yield optimal speed.
Specifically, we show how the efficiency of stalling control depends on both the local sta-
bility properties of the periodic orbits to be stabilized and the choice of control parameters.
Furthermore, we derive conditions for stabilizability of periodic orbits in systems of higher
dimensions. In addition to speeding up convergence, the gradient adaptation scheme pre-
sented also further increases the overall convergence reliability. Hence, Adaptive Stalled Pre-
dictive Feedback Control yields an easy-to-implement, noninvasive, fast, and reliable chaos
control method for a broad scope of applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Typically, chaotic attractors contain infinitely many unstable periodic orbits1. The goal of chaos
control is to render these orbits stable. After first being introduced in the seminal work by Ott,
Grebogi, and Yorke2 about two decades ago, it has not only been hypothesized to be a mecha-
nism exploited in biological neural networks3 but it has found its way into many applications4,5
including chaotic lasers, stabilization of cardiac rhythms, and more recently into the control of
autonomous robots6.
Predictive Feedback Control (PFC)7,8 is well suited for applications: little to no prior knowl-
edge about the system is required, it is non-invasive, i.e., control strength vanishes upon conver-
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gence, and it is very easy to implement due to the nature of the control transformation. In PFC,
a prediction of the future state of the system together with the current state is fed back into the
system as a control signal, similar to time-delayed feedback control9. In fact, it can be viewed as a
special case of a recent effort to determine all unstable periodic points of a discrete time dynamical
system10,11 which has been studied and extended12–15 for its original purpose.
In any real world application not only the existence of parameters that lead to stabilization,
but also the speed of convergence is of importance. Speed is crucial, for example, if a robot is
controlled by stabilizing periodic orbits in a chaotic attractor6, since the time it needs to react to
a changing environment is bounded by the time the system needs to converge to a periodic orbit
of a given period. In most of the literature, however, speed of convergence has been overlooked.
Stabilizing periodic orbits of higher periods becomes quite a challenge; due to the increasing
instability of the orbits, the PFC method yields only poor performance in terms of asymptotic
convergence speed even when the control parameter is chosen optimally. Any method optimizing
speed within the PFC framework16 therefore is subject to the same limitation.
In this article we investigate Stalled Predictive Feedback Control (SPFC), a recently proposed
extension of Predictive Feedback Control that can overcome this “speed limit”17. Here, we derive
conditions for the local stability properties of periodic orbits that imply stabilizability. Further-
more, we propose an adaptation mechanism that is capable of tuning the control parameter online
to reach optimal asymptotic convergence speed within the regime of convergence. The result-
ing adaptive SPFC method is an easy-to-implement, non-invasive, and broadly applicable chaos
control method that stabilizes even periodic orbits of large periods reliably without the need to
fine-tune parameter values a priori.
This article is organized as follows. In the following section, we formally introduce the PFC
method, briefly discuss its limitations and present SPFC as an alternative. The third section is
dedicated to an in-depth look at the SPFC method; we identify regimes in parameter space in
which stabilization is successful. In the fourth section, we apply our algorithm to “typical” maps
with chaotic dynamics and calculate and compare convergence speeds. Adaptive methods for the
control parameter are explored in Section V before giving some concluding remarks.
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II. PRELIMINARIES
Suppose f : RN → RN is a differentiable map such that the iteration given by the evolution
equation xk+1 = f(xk) gives rise to a chaotic attractor A ⊂ RN with a dense set of unstable
periodic orbits. We refer to such a map as a chaotic map. Let Fix(f) =
{
x∗ ∈ RN | f(x∗) = x∗}
denote the set of fixed points of f and id the identity map on RN . The main result of Schmelcher
and Diakonos11 reads as follows.
Proposition II.1. Suppose Fix∗(f) ⊂ Fix(f) is the set of fixed points such that both df |x∗ and
df |x∗− id are nonsingular and diagonalizable (over C). Then there exist finitely many orthogonal
matrices Mk ∈ O(N), k = 1, . . . , K, such that we have
Fix∗(f) =
K⋃
k=1
C(f,Mk)
where the sets C(f,Mk) are characterized by the the property that for x∗ ∈ C(f,Mk) there exists
µ ∈ (0, 1) such that x∗ is a stable fixed point of the map gµ,1 obtained by the transformation
S(µ,Mk) : f 7→ id +µMk(f − id) = gµ,1.
A. Predictive Feedback Control
This result may be cast into a control method. Let N denote the set of natural numbers. A
periodic orbit of period p ∈ N is a fixed point of the pth iterate of f denoted by
fp := f
◦p = f ◦ · · · ◦ f︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
,
and therefore we use the terms fixed point and periodic orbit interchangeably depending on what
is convenient in the context. Let Per(f) =
⋃
p∈N Fix(fp) denote the set of all periodic points of f .
Define the set of periodic orbits of minimal period p as Fix(f, p) = {x∗ ∈ Fix(fp) | f ◦q(x∗) 6= x∗ for q < p}.
Furthermore, we define Fix∗(f, p) = Fix(f, p) ∩ Fix∗(fp). Predictive Feedback Control is now a
consequence of Proposition II.1 by replacing f with fp.
Corollary II.2. Let p ∈ N. For every x∗ ∈ Fix∗g(f, p) := Fix∗(f, p) ∩ (C(fp, id) ∪ C(fp,− id))
there exists a µ ∈ (−1, 1) such that x∗ is a stable fixed point of the Predictive Feedback Control
method given by the iteration
xk+1 = gµ,p(xk + 1) := fp(xk) + η(xk − fp(xk))
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with η = 1− µ and control perturbation cµ,p(x) = η (xk − fp(xk)).
The elements of Fix∗g(f, p) are referred to as PFC-stabilizable periodic orbits of period p. The
cardinality of the set Fix∗g(f, p) depends on the chaotic map f and contains roughly half of the
periodic orbits of a given period in two-dimensional systems11,12.
Fix x∗ ∈ Fix∗(f, p). Local stability of gµ,p at x∗ is readily computed. Let df |x denote the total
derivative of f at x and suppose that λj , j = 1, . . . , N . are the eigenvalues of the linearization.
The derivative of gµ,p at x∗ evaluates to dgµ,p|x = id +µ(dfp|x− id).Hence, stability is determined
by the eigenvalues of dgµ,p|x∗ given by
κj(µ) = 1 + µ(λj − 1) (1)
for j = 1, . . . , N . Hence, x∗ ∈ Fix∗g(f, p) iff there exists a µ0 ∈ (−1, 1) such that the spectral
radius %(dgµ0,p|x∗) = maxj=1,...,N |κj(µ0)| is smaller than one. In particular, for a two-dimensional
system these are the periodic orbits of saddle type12 with stable direction λ1 ∈ (−1, 1) and λ2 <
−1. Note that optimal convergence speed is achieved for the value of µ which corresponds to the
minimal spectral radius.
B. Speed Limit of Predictive Feedback Control
For increasing instability, however, the optimal convergence speed becomes increasingly
slow17. This applies in particular to periodic orbits of larger periods as the periodic orbits be-
come increasingly unstable on average18 and asymptotic convergence speed decreases. Let #
denote the cardinality of a set. The slowdown of PFC can be explicitly calculated by evaluating
the functions
ρ
g
(p) = 1− min
x∗∈Fix∗g(f,p)
%gmin(x
∗), (2a)
ρg(p) = 1− 1
#(Fix∗g(f, p))
∑
x∗∈Fix∗g(f,p)
%gmin(x
∗), (2b)
ρg(p) = 1− max
x∗∈Fix∗g(f,p)
%gmin(x
∗), (2c)
that quantify to the best, average, and worst asymptotic convergence speed for all periodic orbits
of a given period respectively.
The slowdown becomes explicit in specific examples. We evaluated these functions for a
map which describes the evolution of a two-dimensional neuromodule19. Let l11 = −22, l12 =
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Figure 1. Best, average, and worst asymptotic convergence speed decreases as the period of periodic orbits
of increases. Here, bounds on the spectral radius are plotted for the two-dimensional map (3).
5.9, l21 = −6.6, and l22 = 0 and define the sigmoidal function σ(x) = (1 + exp(−x))−1. The
dynamics of the neuromodule is given by the map f : R2 → R2 where
f(x1, x2) = (l11σ(x1) + l12σ(x2)− 3.4,
l21σ(x1) + l22σ(x2) + 3.8). (3)
The values of the functions (2) are depicted in Figure 1. One can clearly see that even the lower
bound on asymptotic convergence speed for the PFC method, corresponding to the smallest spec-
tral radius as determined by 1−ρ
g
, approaches one exponentially on average for increasing periods.
This scaling of convergence speed of PFC is quite typical; other maps with chaotic attractors, such
as the He´non map exhibit a similar behavior when subject to PFC17.
C. Stalled Predictive Feedback Chaos Control
By making use of the uncontrolled dynamics, i.e., “stalling control”, it was recently shown that
this speed limit may be overcome17. Stalled Predictive Feedback Control scheme is an extension
of standard Predictive Feedback Control. For a map ψ : RN → RN define the “zeroth iterate” by
ψ◦0 := id.
Definition II.3. Suppose that the iteration of F : RN → RN defines a dynamical system. For
Mk ∈ {± id} and µ ∈ R let S(µ,Mk)(F ) = id +µMk(F − id) =: Gµ denote the map obtained
by applying the Predictive Feedback Control transformation; cf. Proposition II.1. For parameters
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m,n ∈ N0 = N ∪ {0} and µ ∈ R, the iteration of
H(m,n)µ = (F )
◦n ◦ (Gµ)◦m (4)
is referred to as Stalled Predictive Feedback Control.
The functionH(m,n)µ defined above stalls Predictive Feedback Control in the following sense. In
the PFC method, the control signal is applied at every point in time. By iterating H(m,n)µ we “stall”
the application of the control perturbation by adding extra evaluations of the original, uncontrolled
map F .
Henceforth, we adopt the period-dependent notation introduced above: the uncontrolled dy-
namics were given by iterating f : RN → RN and the PFC transformed map is denoted by gµ,p.
Stalled Predictive Feedback Control is given by the iteration of
hµ,p = h
(m,n)
µ,p := (fp)
◦n ◦ (gµ,p)◦m , (5)
where m,n ∈ N0 are parameters. By definition, we have h(0,1)µ,p = fp and we recover the original
PFC method for h(1,0)µ,p = gµ,p. In general, we will omit the superscript (m,n) unless the choice is
important.
III. STABILITY OF STALLED PREDICTIVE FEEDBACK CHAOS CONTROL
The stability of a periodic orbit in the controlled system depends on its stability properties for
the uncontrolled dynamics. In this section we derive criteria for a periodic orbit to be stabilizable
for Stalled Predictive Feedback Control.
A. Local stability of periodic orbits for hµ,p
The local stability properties of hµ,p can be calculated from fp and gµ,p. By definition we have
Fix(fp) ⊂ Fix(hµ,p). Suppose that x∗ ∈ Fix∗(f, p) and the eigenvalues of dfp|x∗ are given by λj
where j = 1, . . . , N . Note that the eigenvectors of dgµ,p|x∗ and dfp|x∗ are the same. Hence, the
local stability properties of hµ,p are readily computed from the λj and the local stability properties
of the PFC transformed map gµ,p as given by (1). The eigenvalues of the Jacobian of hµ,p at x∗
evaluate to
Λj = λ
n
j κj(µ)
m = λnj (1 + µ(λj − 1))m
7
for j = 1, . . . , N . Hence, local stability at x∗ is given by the spectral radius
%(dhµ,p|x∗) = max
j=1,...,N
|Λj| .
If all eigenvalues are of modulus smaller than one, the fixed point x∗ is stable for hµ,p. In other
words, a periodic orbit x∗ ∈ Fix∗(f, p) is called SPFC-stabilizable if there are parameters m,n ∈
N0 and µ ∈ (−1, 1) such that
%
(
dh(m,n)µ,p |x∗
)
< 1.
Let Fix∗h(f, p) denote the set of SPFC-stabilizable periodic orbits and, clearly, Fix
∗
g(f, p) ⊂
Fix∗h(f, p), that is, every PFC-stabilizable periodic orbit is also SPFC-stabilizable.
To compare the “performance” of Stalled Predictive Feedback Control with that of original
Predictive Feedback Control we have to rescale the stability properties. Since h(m,n)µ,p contains
n+m evaluations of fp we take the (m+ n)th root to obtain functions
lˆj(m,n, µ) =
∣∣λnj (1 + µ(λj − 1))m∣∣ 1m+n ,
where j = 1, . . . , N . With the parameter α = n
m+n
we thus obtain an equivalent set of functions
lj(α, µ) = |λj|α |(1 + µ(λj − 1))|1−α (6)
for j = 1, . . . , N which determine the local stability properties of hµ,p rescaled to a single evalu-
ation of fp. Conversely, for any rational α ∈ [0, 1] ∩ Q we obtain a pair (m,n). In the following,
we refer to both α and the pair m,n as stalling parameters, depending what is convenient in the
context. When using the stalling parameter α, we may also write hαµ,p.
Rescaled local stability of Stalled Predictive Feedback Control for a given periodic orbit x∗ ∈
Fix∗(f, p) of period p is hence determined by the stability function
%x∗(α, µ) = max
j=1,...,N
lj(α, µ). (7)
In comparison to the original Predictive Feedback Control, Stalled Predictive Feedback Control
depends on two parameters: the control parameter µ and the stalling parameter α.
B. Conditions for stabilizability
To derive conditions for SPFC-stabilizability, consider some general properties of functions of
type (6). Fix w ∈ C× := C\ {0}. Let S1 := { z ∈ C | |z| = 1} ∼= R/2piZ denote the unit circle.
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We will choose a realization to describe elements of S1 depending on what is convenient in the
context. Consider the function Lw : R2 → R given by
Lw(α, µ) := |w|α |1 + µ(w − 1)|1−α .
By definition, we have Lw(0, 0) = 1 and in a sufficiently small open ball V around (0, 0) the
function Lw is differentiable and the derivative is bounded away from zero. Hence, in this ball the
curve defined by
V0 := { (α, µ) ∈ V | Lw(α, µ) = 1}
is a one-dimensional submanifold of R2. If V is chosen small enough, it may be written as a
disjoint union
V = V0 ∪ V+ ∪ V−
where V+ = { (α, µ) ∈ V | Lw(α, µ) > 1} and V− = { (α, µ) ∈ V | Lw(α, µ) < 1}.
The goal is to get a linearized description close to the origin. Let grad denote the gradient and
〈 · , · 〉 the usual Euclidean scalar product. Define the line
γ(w) =
{
x ∈ R2 ∣∣ 〈grad(Lw)|(0,0), x〉 = 0} (8)
which is tangent to V0 at the origin. Let
H := {x ∈ R2 ∣∣ 〈grad(Lw)|(0,0), x〉 < 0}
denote one of the half planes defined by the line γ(w). Moreover, the sets Qj :=
(
(j−1)pi
2
, jpi
2
)
for
j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} denote the open segments of S1 that lie in one of the four quadrants of R2.
Definition III.1. Suppose that w ∈ C×. The connected subset Cw := H∩S1 is called the domain
of stability of w. For a tuple w˜ = (w1, . . . , wN) ∈ (C×)N define the domain of stability to be
Cw˜ :=
N⋂
k=1
Cwk . (9)
If Cw˜ ∩ (Q1 ∪Q4) 6= ∅ then the tuple w˜ is called stabilizable.
In a sufficiently small neighborhood U ⊂ V of the origin, the “linearized” version of V− is
given by the setH ∩ U .
Lemma III.2. If the domain of stablity Cw of a tuple w = (w1, . . . , wN) ∈ (C×)N is nonempty
then there exist (µ0, α0) such that Lwj(µ0, α0) < 1 for all j = 1, . . . , N . If the tuple w is stabiliz-
able then then α0 may be chosen such that α0 ≥ 0.
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(a) Complex plane
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Figure 2. Stabilizability regions for w ∈ C are shown in Panel (a) and the corresponding domains of
stability Cw, as given by (9), for the three cases in Panels (b)–(d). Here, grLw = grad(Lw)|(0,0).
Proof. Suppose that V− and H are defined as above. Because of continuity, for every w ∈ C×
there exists an open ball Bw ⊂ V− ∩ H that is tangent to the origin. If a tuple w˜ = (w1, . . . , wN)
has nonempty domain of stability Cw˜ then
B :=
N⋂
j=1
Bwj 6= ∅.
By construction, any (µ0, α0) ∈ B has the desired property.
If in addition w is stabilizable then the intersection B ∩ { (x, y) ∈ R2 | x ≥ 0} is not empty.
This proves the second assertion.
The domain of stability is determined by the gradient of Lw at the origin. Let ln denote the
(real) natural logarithm. We have grad(Lw)|(0,0) = (ln |w|,Re(w)− 1). Define
R1 := { z ∈ C | Re(z) > 1} ,
R2 := { z ∈ C | |z| < 1} ,
R3 := { z ∈ C | |z| > 1, Re(z) < 1} .
These regions are sketched in Figure 2(a). Ifw ∈ R1 then ‖ grad(Lw)|(0,0)‖−1·grad(Lw)|(0,0) ∈ Q1
and therefore Q3 ⊂ Cw. Similarly, if w ∈ R2 then Q1 ⊂ Cw and if w ∈ R3 then Q2 ⊂ Cw
(Figure 2(b)–(d)). For w on the boundary of the Rk the gradient lies on one of the coordinate axes
and we obtain similar conditions.
These observations have implications for stabilizability for a tuple (w1, . . . , wN): if for any
fixed k ∈ {1, 2, 3} all wj ∈ Rk for j = 1, . . . , N then the tuple is stabilizable. Furthermore,
if either wj ∈ R1 ∪ R3 or wj ∈ R2 ∪ R3 for all j = 1, . . . , N then the tuple is stabilizable.
For any other combination the condition of stabilizability is more difficult; in two dimensions
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linear dependence of the gradients tells us for (w1, w2) with w1 ∈ R1 and w2 ∈ R2 the tuple is
stabilizable iff
ln(|w2|) Re(w1) 6= ln(|w1|) Re(w2). (10)
Note that this condition is satisfied for a set of full Lebesgue measure.
Remark III.3. Note that stabilizability is not affected by taking the complex conjugate. Hence,
stabilizability of a tuple of nonzero complex numbers as defined in Definition III.1 does not change
when an entry of the tuple is replaced by its complex conjugate.
For w = 0 the function L0 has a discontinuity at α = 0. In case α > 0 we have L0(α, µ) = 0
and for α = 0 and µ ∈ (−1, 1) we have L0(0, µ) = 1 − µ. Therefore, define the domain of
stabilizability of zero to be C0 = {0, pi2} ∪Q1 ∪Q4. For α > 0, stabilizability of a tuple with one
component equal to zero may be reduced to stabilizability of the “reduced” tuple where the zero
entry is omitted.
With the notation as above, we are now able to relate these general results to the local stability
properties of a given periodic orbit.
Definition III.4. Suppose that x∗ ∈ Fix∗(f, p) is a periodic orbit of f and suppose that the
eigenvalues of dfp|x∗ are given by λj with j = 1, . . . , N . The periodic orbit is called locally
stabilizable if the tuple λ = (λ1, . . . , λN) is stabilizable as a tuple, as defined in Definition III.1.
This definition links the notion of stabilizability of a tuple defined above and the local dynamics
close to a periodic orbit. Recall the notion of uniform hyperbolicity1. Suppose that a differentiable
function f defines a discrete time dynamical system on RN . We call an f -invariant set A ⊂ RN
hyperbolic if for every x ∈ A no eigenvalue of df |x is of absolute value one.
Proposition III.5. Suppose that the chaotic map f : RN → RN gives rise to a hyperbolic attractor
and for x∗ ∈ Fix∗(f, p) let λ = (λ1, . . . , λN) denote the eigenvalues of dfp|x∗ . If x∗ is locally
stabilizable then x∗ is SPFC-stabilizable. Moreover, if the domain of stability Cλ satisfies{
pi
2
,
3pi
2
}
∩ Cλ 6= ∅
then x∗ is PFC-stabilizable.
Proof. If a periodic orbit x∗ is locally stabilizable, then tuple λ is stabilizable. Thus, according
to Lemma III.2, there are parameters (α0, µ0) such that Lλj(α0, µ0) < 1 for all j = 1, . . . , N
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simultaneously. Recall that local stability of hα0µ0,p at x
∗ is given by lj(α, µ) = Lλj(α, µ) according
to Equation (6). Therefore, local stability of a periodic orbit is equivalent to the existence of
parameters (α0, µ0) with α0 ≥ 0 and
%(dhα0µ0,p|x∗) < 1.
which proves the first statement.
If
{
pi
2
, 3pi
2
} ∩ Cλ 6= ∅ then there exists a parameter µ0 such that %(dh0µ0,p|x∗) < 1. Since
Stalled Predictive Feedback Control reduces to classical Predictive Feedback Control for a stalling
parameter of α = 0, the claim follows.
The conditions derived for stabilizability of tuples translate directly into conditions on the local
stability properties of a periodic orbit. For dynamics in two dimensions we obtain the following
immediate consequence.
Corollary III.6. Suppose that f : R2 → R2 is a chaotic map where all periodic orbits x∗ ∈ Per(f)
are of saddle type with eigenvalues λ1, λ2 that satisfy condition (10), i.e., we have
ln(|λ2|) Re(λ1) 6= ln(|λ1|) Re(λ2).
Then all periodic orbits x∗ ∈ Per(f) are SPFC-stabilizable.
Note that the number of constraints for stabilizability grows with increasing dimension of the
dynamical system. In order to determine the absolute number of periodic orbits which are sta-
bilizable for higher dimensional systems, a more detailed knowledge about the “average” local
stability properties of periodic orbits is needed.
Since the system is real, complex eigenvalues of the derivative will always come in complex
conjugate pairs. According to Remark III.3 above, this actually results in an effective decrease of
the number of constraints.
C. A Geometric Interpretation
The local stability considerations also explain why Stalled Predictive Feedback Control in-
crease asymptotic convergence speed17. Consider a periodic orbit x∗ of saddle type in a two-
dimensional system where contraction along the stable direction is given by λ1 ∈ (−1, 1) and
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dgµ,p|x∗
κ1(µ)
κ2(µ)
x∗
x0
g◦2mµ,p (x0)
g◦mµ,p
g◦mµ,p
(a)
dhµ,p|x∗
λn1κ1(µ)
m
λn2κ2(µ)
m
x∗
x0
hµ,p(x0)
hµ,p
g◦mµ,p
f◦np
(b)
Figure 3. Why stalling chaos control speed up convergence. Iteration of gµ,p takes a trajectory to the periodic
orbit x∗ slowly along the direction of the originally stable manifold (Panel (a)). Stalling control accelerates
convergence by taking advantage of the fast convergence speed along the stable manifold (Panel (b)) leading
to fast overall convergence speed. The length of the gray arrows illustrate convergence speed as they scale
inversely with the corresponding value of the eigenvalue.
expansion along the unstable manifold by λ2 < −1. As discussed above, these are the PFC-
stabilizable periodic orbits. Suppose that µopt > 0 is the value of the control parameter for which
the spectral radius of the linearization of the PFC-transformed map gµ,p takes its minimum. For
λ2  −1 we have µopt ≈ 0 and therefore κ1(µopt) ≈ 1 determines the asymptotic convergence
speed of the dominating direction if the periodic orbit is stabilized. Therefore the trajectory will
approach the periodic orbit along the direction corresponding to λ1; cf. Figure 3. The slowdown
of Predictive Feedback Control is caused by the fact that for highly unstable periodic orbits, the
trajectories converge to the originally stable manifold along which convergence is slow in the
transformed system.
Stalling PFC exploits exactly this property. First, iteration of gµ,p takes the trajectory closer to
the stable manifold. Second, iteration of fp leads to fast convergence along the stable manifold
while diverging from the stable manifold; cf. Figure 3. Thus, asymptotic convergence speed of
hµ,p is increased by making use of the (increasing) stability of the stable direction. For given
stalling parameters m,n the optimal value of the control parameter µ is close to the zero of κ2(µ).
For this value, convergence to the stable direction is strongest, taking full advantage of the fast
convergence given by λ1 along the stable manifold of the chaotic map f . The question of how to
chose the stalling parameters m,n will be addressed in the following sections.
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IV. CONVERGENCE SPEED FOR CHAOTIC MAPS
In the previous section we analyzed the stability properties of the SPFC method for periodic or-
bits in dependence of their stability properties. The improvements due to stalling can be calculated
explicitly for some “typical” two and three-dimensional chaotic maps.
With %hmin(x
∗) = infµ,α %x∗(α, µ) denoting the rescaled stability of the linearization for the
optimal parameter values, we calculated the functions
ρh(p) = 1− min
x∗∈Fix∗h(f,p)
%hmin(x
∗), (11a)
ρh(p) = 1− 1
#(Fix∗h(f, p))
∑
x∗∈Fix∗h(f,p)
%hmin(x
∗), (11b)
ρ
h
(p) = 1− max
x∗∈Fix∗h(f,p)
%hmin(x
∗) (11c)
numerically in the same fashion as (2) to asses the scaling of optimal asymptotic convergence
speed of Stalled Predictive Feedback Control for a given chaotic map across different periods.
That is, for every periodic orbit of f of minimal period p we calculated the spectral radius at the
optimal parameter values and then took the minimum, maximum, and mean of these values. In
particular, 1−ρ
h
is the upper limit and 1−ρh is the lower limit for the best asymptotic convergence
speed of all SPFC-stabilizable periodic orbits of a given period p rescaled to one evaluation of fp.
The increase of the number of stabilizable orbits for PFC and SPFC can be quantified by look-
ing at the fractions of stabilizable periodic orbits that are given by
νh(p) =
#(Fix∗h(f, p))
#(Fix(f, p))
and νg(p) =
#(Fix∗g(f, p))
#(Fix(f, p))
, (12)
respectively.
A. Stabilizability for chaotic maps
Consider the two-dimensional neuromodule (3) discussed above and let x∗ be some periodic
orbit. The stability function describes local stability at x∗; cf. Figure 4. The region of stability in
(α, µ)-parameter space is bounded by the lines lj(α, µ) = 1 where j = 1, 2. The intersection of the
half planes defined by the lines (8) gives the sector Cλ that describes stability around (α, µ) = 0
where λ = (λ1, λ2) are the eigenvalues of dfp|x∗; cf. Section III. Note that for fixed α, the range
of µ which yields stability becomes smaller for larger α.
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Figure 4. (color online) Stability analysis for a periodic orbit of period p = 5 of the map (3) with local
stability given by λ = (λ1, λ2) = (1.46 · 10−9, 16.698) yields a region in parameter space in which it is
stable. Panel (a) shows the stability function (7) and the lines defined by lj(α, µ) = 1 with lj as given
by (6). The domain of stability Cλ around (α, µ) = 0 is depicted in Panel (b). Note that this periodic orbit
cannot be stabilized using the PFC method.
To compare the scaling of the spectral radius across periods, we plotted the functions (2)
and (11) in Figure 5. The original PFC method exhibits asymptotic convergence speeds that ap-
proach one exponentially for increasing period. A fit of ρ, corresponding to the best asymptotic
convergence speed, by a function φ(x) = a exp(−bx) yields a slope of b = 0.1334. By contrast,
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Figure 5. (color online) Stalling PFC increases optimal asymptotic convergence speed for the 2D-
Neuromodule (3). SPFC yields period-independent asymptotic convergence speed. The shading indicates
that more periodic orbits can be stabilized. The fraction of stabilizable orbits is shaded in gray; dark indi-
cates stabilizability for both with and without stalling, light indicates stabilizability for SPFC only.
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Figure 6. (color online) Stability properties for a fixed point of period p = 6 of the three-dimensional
He´non map (13) with local stability given by λ = (λ1, λ2, λ3) = (3.1125 · 10−8,−4.6072,−6.9734) show
a region where stabilization is successful. The stability function (7) is depicted in Panel (a) and the domain
of stability Cλ in Panel (b), cf. Figure 4.
stalling the control significantly improves this scaling. We obtain values close to zero for all pe-
riods p ∈ {1, . . . , 20} and hence period-independent asymptotic convergence speed in terms of
evaluations of fp. A fit with an exponential function of ρh(p), i.e., the worst convergence speed,
yields an exponent of b = 3.8112 · 10−8.
Qualitatively similar results are obtained for other two-dimensional chaotic maps17 such as the
He´non map20 and the Ikeda map21 (not shown).
As an example of a three-dimensional system, we analyzed a three-dimensional extension of
the He´non map22 given by
f(x1, x2, x3) =
(
a− x22 − bx3, x1, x2
)
(13)
with parameters a = 1.76, b = 0.1. Stability properties of a periodic orbit of period p = 6 are
depicted in Figure 6.
Due to additional constraints on stabilizability, the situation is different compared to the two-
dimensional example above. In our example, the periodic orbits have a two-dimensional unstable
manifold. If both eigenvalues corresponding to that manifold are real, the regime of stability
depends on their sign and distance. If they have opposite signs, the periodic orbit cannot be
stabilized, neither with nor without stalling. In case both eigenvalues have the same sign, the
situation is depicted in Figure 6; there is a maximal value for α beyond which stabilization fails.
For a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues, the stability properties depend on the quotient of
16
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Figure 7. (color online) Stalling Predictive Feedback Control yields period-independent scaling for periodic
orbits of even period for the three-dimensional He´non generalization (13). Effectivity of stalling for odd
periods increases with increasing period. The number of stabilizable periodic orbits (12) roughly doubles
for higher periods as indicated by the shading, cf. Figure 5.
the real and imaginary part; cf. Figure 9. In particular, if the imaginary part is large, optimal
asymptotic convergence speed is achieved for the PFC method, i.e., for a choice of n = 0.
When looking at the scaling of optimal asymptotic convergence speed across periods we have
to distinguish between even and odd periods (Figure 7). For even periods, we obtain a period-
invariant scaling of both the mean and the best optimal asymptotic convergence speed similar to
the two-dimensional system. While the upper bound on convergence speed will also increase to
one due to the existence of periodic orbits with complex conjugate pairs, it will typically stay above
the best convergence speed for the original PFC method. For odd periods, the number of periodic
orbits with complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues corresponding to the unstable directions is
large. Therefore, we see the same performance as for the PFC method. Interestingly, for larger
odd periods p > 10 stalling becomes more effective at increasing optimal asymptotic convergence
speed, boosting the best speed close to one.
A similar scaling behavior is present in other three-dimensional examples; period-independent
scaling for even periods p is observed for a three-dimensional neuromodule19 (not shown).
B. Convergence speed in applications
The scaling of the spectral radius indicates only the best possible asymptotic convergence speed
for Stalled Predictive Feedback Control, i.e., the speed for the linearized dynamics. We ran simu-
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lations to compare the convergence speed for the full nonlinear system with the theoretical results
for the linearized dynamics. In order to approximate a real-world implementation where control is
turned on at a “arbitrary point in time” initial conditions were distributed randomly on the attractor
according to the chaotic dynamics.
To evaluate convergence speed of Stalled Predictive Feedback Control, we compared the speed
of gµ,p = h0µ,p with h
α
µ,p for both α = 3
−1 and α = (p + 1)−1. In terms of the parameters m,n,
a value of α = 3−1 corresponds to m = 2, n = 1 and α = (p + 1)−1 to m = p, n = 1. In our
implementation, convergence time is the time T for the dynamics to satisfy
‖xT − ψ(xT )‖ ≤ θconv, (14)
where ψ is one of the functions above. Convergence was only achieved if the criterion was fulfilled
before a timeout of Ttimeout = 3000 iterations. The convergence times were rescaled to evaluations
of fp to make them comparable. To calculate the best theoretical convergence time, we calculated
the smallest spectral radius
ρα(p) = min
x∗∈Fix∗h(f,p)
inf
µ
%
(
dhαµ,p|x∗
)
for all periodic orbits of a given period p with variable µ while keeping the stalling parameter
α(m,n) fixed. By assuming ‖x∗ − xτ‖ = ‖x∗ − x0‖
(
ρα(p)
)τ for the linear system we have that
for an initial separation of ‖x∗ − x0‖ = dini the convergence criterion (14) is satisfied for
τα(p) =
(
ln
(
θconv
dini
)
− ln(1− ρα(p))) ln(ρα(p))−1 (15)
Thus, τα(p) is the convergence time of the linearized system for an initial condition x0 with
(period-independent) initial separation dini. For the simulations presented here, we chose θconv =
10−13 and dini = 0.1.
The results are shown in Figure 8. The errorbars depict mean and standard deviation for all 500
runs with initial conditions given by transient iteration of random length on the attractor. The
value of the control parameter µ in the numerical simulations was chosen for each period to be
the optimal value that yielded at least a fraction of 0.95 of convergent initial conditions. In other
words, µ was chosen to yield the optimal speed with at least 95% reliability.
As predicted by the calculation of the spectral radius, stalling PFC leads to an increase in
convergence speed across all periods. A scaling of convergence times (scaling is indicated by
dashed lines) which is almost period-independent as observed in the theoretical calculations cannot
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Figure 8. (color online) Although the best convergence times obtained from numerical simulations as shown
in Panel (b) cannot match the theoretical values of the linearized system given by (15), shown in Panel (a),
stalling PFC increases both the overall convergence times as well as the scaling across periods. Numerical
simulations for the two-dimensional neuromodule (3) were performed with initial conditions distributed
randomly on the chaotic attractor. Dashed lines represent an approximate exponential fit to indicating the
overall scaling behavior.
be achieved in our simulations. This is due to several factors. First, in contrast to the linearized
dynamics, the numerical simulations take the full nonlinear system into account. This includes the
influence of the transient dynamics and the increasing complexity of the phase space (the number
of fixed points increases with increasing period) on convergence times. Second, in the theoretical
calculations we consider only the fixed point for which convergence is fastest. However, even
in our simulations, stalling improves both absolute convergence times was well as their scaling
across periods compared to classical PFC. Furthermore, it increases the number of periods that
can be stabilized. For some periods, only Stalled Predictive Feedback Control yields convergence
within a reasonable time. The scaling of the convergence speeds is independent of whether the
stalling parameter is fixed or scales with p. However, a period-dependent stalling parameter will
generally reduce the standard deviation of the different convergence times.
C. Relation to earlier results
Stalled Predictive Feedback Control as defined in Definition II.3 is a proper extension of the
PFC method. In fact, the iteration of h(1,1)µ,1 has been considered before in the context of Predic-
tive Feedback Control when trying to overcome the odd number limitation23,24 as well as in the
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Figure 9. (color online) For a period p = 5 orbit of the three-dimensional He´non map (13) with local
stability properties λ = (λ1, λ2, λ3) = (0.0933 + 4.6673i, 0.0933 − 4.6673i, 0) with unstable directions
given by a pair of complex conjugated eigenvalues, only few choices of the stalling parameter allow for
stabilization (in particular, m  1), cf. Figures 4 and 6. Optimal performance is achieved for the PFC
method, i.e., with n = 0.
context of an experimental setup where measurements are time-delayed25. These studies were
only concerned with whether or not fixed points can be stabilized, completely ignoring the aspect
of convergence speed. Although for systems of dimension N < 3 stalling control increases the
number of fixed points that can be stabilized; even for N = 3 there are points that can be stabi-
lized using PFC but not using SPFC when the stalling parameter α is as large as in23–25 (Figure 9).
Hence, the introduction of an arbitrary stalling parameter is the key to both maximizing the num-
ber of fixed points subject to stabilization through PFC as well as minimizing the convergence
speed.
The idea of periodically turning control on and off has been mentioned before in the literature
on control theory; both “act-and-wait” control26 and “intermittent” control27 are stated for linear
control problems in discrete and continuous time. At the same time, for linear control problems
with many control parameters, “pole placement” techniques28 are used to control the eigenvalues
of the linearization. By contrast, SPFC aims at stabilizing many unstable periodic orbits of a
given nonlinear system maintaining the simplicity of the simple one-parameter feedback control
scheme. The situation where control is turned on at an arbitrary point in time as described above is
of particular interest; here, the system is likely to be far from the linear regime. As shown above,
stalling PFC improves performance even in this situation.
20
Stalling Predictive Feedback Control is also related to a recent application of chaos control6.
Because of implementation restraints, Steingrube et. al. effectively iterated f ◦ gµ,p. In some sense,
this is similar to iterating h(p,1)µ,p , but the stability analysis is not straightforward since one has to
keep track of the (changing) point on the periodic orbit to be stabilized when iterating f ◦ gµ,p.
Moreover, both this control and SPFC are related to an effort by Polyak8 to introduce a generalized
PFC method, which is capable of stabilizing periodic orbits with an arbitrary small perturbation.
This method, however, is limited in applicability, because the control perturbation depends on
predictions of the state of the system many time steps in the future.
V. ADAPTIVE CONTROL
In the previous sections, we showed that for an optimal choice of parameters the asymptotic
convergence speed of Predictive Feedback Control can be significantly increased when stalling
control. This speedup is not only of theoretical nature, but also persists in an implementation with
random initial conditions. Bot how does one find the set of optimal parameter values for a given
chaotic map f? If no a priori estimates are available, adaptation methods provide a way to tune
the control parameters online for optimal convergence speed.
Here, we consider the case where the stalling parameter α (corresponding to some choice of
m,n) is fixed and µ ≥ 0 is subject to adaptation. We explore different adaptation mechanisms
and propose a hybrid gradient adaptation approach that leads to fast and highly reliable adaptation
across different periods for initial conditions distributed randomly on the chaotic attractor.
A. Simple and gradient adaptation
First, recall a simple adaptation scheme6. We assume that the period p is fixed within this
subsection. A suitable objective function for finding a periodic point of period p is given by
G1(x, p) = ‖fp(x)− x‖2
for some vector norm ‖ · ‖ on RN . For µ = 0 the map h0,p as defined in (5). reduces to some
iterate of f and adaptation should lead to sequences xk → x∗ and µk → µ∗ with x∗ ∈ Fix(fp) and
%h(α, µ
∗) < 1. The objective function above suggests a simple adaptation rule (SiA) with
∆µk = ν(p)G1(xk, p) (16)
21
where ν(p) is the (possibly period-dependent) adaptation parameter and dynamics of µ given by
µ0 = 0, µk+1 = µk + ∆µk. (17)
This adaptation rule increases the control parameter µ monotonically. Suppose that x∗ is a fixed
point of f , i.e., fp(x∗) = x∗. If we have a converging sequence xk → x∗ as k → ∞ then the
sequence ∆µk tends to zero. In other words, adaptation stops in the vicinity of a fixed point x∗
of fp.
For this adaptation mechanism, the quantity ∆µk is extremely easy to calculate and yields de-
cent results in applications6. Adaptation, however, strongly depends on the choice of the adaptation
parameter ν(p). If ν(p) is too small, it will take a long time to reach a regime in which convergence
takes place. On the other hand, if ν(p) is too large and the interval M of possible values of µ in
which convergence takes place is rather narrow, it is possible that µk > supM for some k, even
if µl ∈ M for some values l < k. Hence, it is possible for the control parameter to “jump out of”
the range of stability. Also, note that by construction, this simple adaptation will not optimize for
asymptotic convergence speed. For small ν(p), adaptation will stop close to the boundary of the
convergent regime, leading to slow asymptotic convergence speed; cf. Figure 11 (a).
Adaptation may be improved, if the objective function takes local stability into account. For
some matrix norm ‖ · ‖, such an objective function is given by
G2(x, µ, p) = ‖dhµ,p|x‖
Since any matrix norm is an upper bound for the spectral radius %(A) of a matrix A, that is
%(A) ≤ ‖A‖, minimizing the norm potentially leads to increased convergence speed16. At the
same time, for a generic point on the attractor, this objective function is highly nonconvex with
steep slopes (Figure 10) making straightforward minimization through, for example, gradient de-
scent29 difficult.
We therefore propose an adaptation rule that combines aspects of simple adaptation as reviewed
above and the objective function G2. Let ∂µ denote the derivative with respect to µ and define
Θ(x) = tanh ((pG1(x, p))
−1). Consider the modified gradient adaptation rule (GrA) given by (17)
with
∆µk = λ(p) (G1(x, p)
− p tanh (Θ(xk)∂µG2(hµ,p(xk), µ, p))) . (18)
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Figure 10. The objective function G2(x, µ, p) is nonconvex for a generic point x on the attractor leading to
a difficult optimization problem.
This adaptation rule has the following properties. Far away from a period p orbit x∗ ∈ Fix(fp),
i.e. for G1(x, p)  0, we have Θ(x) ≈ 0. Therefore, adaptation is dominated by the first
term and leads to adaptation as given by the simple adaptation rule (16) to increase µ to reach
a regime of convergence. On the other hand, in the vicinity of a fixed point we have Θ(x) ≈ 1
and G1(x, p) ≈ 0. Hence, adaptation occurs by bounded gradient descent and the dynamics of
the control parameter µ are perpendicular to the level sets of the objective function G2 towards
a (local) minimum. The bound induced by the tanh prevents large fluctuations of the objective
function G2 from leading to a too large change of the control parameter µ.
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Figure 11. (color online) In contrast to simple adaptation, gradient adaptation tunes the control parameter to
the value where optimal convergence speed is achieved. The dynamics for a single run are shown in Panel (a)
and the dotted lines depict the value of the objective function G2. Statistics for 1000 initial conditions on
the attractor after a transient of random length are shown in Panel (b). The shading indicates values of
the stability function smaller than one and the dashed line its minimum (optimal asymptotic convergence
speed). The target period was p = 2 for the two-dimensional map (3) with adaptation parameter ν = 10−3
and n = 1, m = 2. Here, 〈 · 〉 denotes the population mean.
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Figure 12. (color online) Gradient adaptation (Panel (b)) decreases the overall convergence times and the
variaton thereof compared to simple adaptation (Panel (a)) for target period p = 5. Furthermore, the range
of reliable convergence, depicted by the shading in the background, is broadened. The fraction of convergent
runs to a periodic orbit of the correct period is shaded in dark gray (reliable convergence) and to an incorrect
period in light gray.
The adaptation parameter ν(p) again determines the size of the adaptation steps. In contrast
to the simple adaptation method, the modified gradient adaptation adapts bidirectionally in order
to minimize both objective functions G1 and G2 as depicted in Figure 11(a). Clearly, the control
parameter is adapted to the regime of stability of a periodic orbit by the modified gradient adap-
tation and ∆µk → 0 as optimal asymptotic convergence speed is achieved. Statistics for a large
number of initial conditions show that the population mean 〈µk〉 for many runs is already close to
the optimal value after only 70 iterations; cf. Figure 11(b).
B. Convergence reliability
To assess the performance of the adaptive Stalled Predictive Feedback Chaos Control algo-
rithm in a real-world application we performed large scale numerical simulations for the two-
dimensional neuromodule (3). Periodic orbits were stabilized using SPFC (5) with the incorpora-
tion of the adaptation mechanisms given by (16) and (17). The scaling of the adaptation parameter
was given by ν(p) = ν0
p
and for every ν0 we iterated for 500 initial conditions distributed randomly
on the chaotic attractor by iterating for a transient of random length. To determine reliability, i.e.,
the fraction of runs where the trajectory converged to a periodic orbit of the desired period, we
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Figure 13. Gradient adaptation (Panel (b)) increases the overall reliability of convergence across periods
compared to simple adaptation (Panel (a)). Reliability, i.e., the percentage of convergent runs to periodic
orbits of the target period p, is depicted by the color of the shading for the adaptation parameter ν0 and
hence more dark areas correspond to higher overall reliability. For gradient adaptation there exist parameter
values which yield reliable convergence across all periods (ν0 = 10−3.5 is depicted by a red line).
checked the period of the limiting periodic orbit (if any) to a threshold of θ = 10−6.
As discussed above, the adaptation parameter ν0 influences both speed and reliability. The re-
sults for period p = 5 are plotted in Figure 12. We find that Gradient Adaptation not only decreases
the total number of time steps needed to fulfill the convergence criterion but it also decreases the
overall variation across runs (the standard deviation is depicted as an error bar). Of particular
interest for applications is the range where convergence is highly reliable. In contrast to the sim-
ple adaptation scheme, for gradient adaptation the range of adaptation parameter values leading
to highly reliable convergence is broadened. On the one hand, the gradient adaptation method
optimizes for convergence speed, thereby increasing the chance that the convergence criterion is
fulfilled before the timeout. At the same time, the bidirectional adaptation decreases the likeli-
hood of the control parameter leaving the regime of convergence. Gradient adaptation therefore
improves both overall convergence speed while reducing its variation and increasing the reliability
of control.
The improvement of reliability compared to the simple adaptation scheme can be seen across
all periods; cf. Figure 13. The broad range of adaptation parameters giving highly reliable con-
vergence allows for the choice of an adaptation parameter ν0 that will lead to reliable convergence
across different periods, effectively eliminating this parameter.
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Similar results are obtained for numerical simulations for other two- as well as three-dimensional
chaotic maps (not shown). These include the He´non map17 and a three-dimensional neuromodule19.
Convergence speed of µk to the optimal parameter value can be further increased by using higher
order methods, such as Newton’s method (not shown). The use of higher order methods (also
with respect to comparing simple and gradient adaptation) comes with a higher absolute compu-
tational cost. For any implementation the improvement always needs to be related to the effective
improvement.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this article, we studied the effect stalling has on Predictive Feedback Control. By stalling
control, the inherent speed limit of standard Predictive Feedback Control may be overcome. We
highlighted that only by taking all possible stalling parameters into account, the maximum num-
ber of periodic orbits can be stabilized. The conditions on stabilizability that we derived show
that stabilizability is reduced to the conditions imposed by the eigenvalues corresponding to the
unstable directions. Stalling is very easy to implement and, in addition to increasing convergence
speed, the resulting chaos control method is capable of stabilizing more periodic orbits. Using nu-
merical simulations we showed that in applications where chaos control is turned on at a random
point in time, convergence speed is greatly improved across all periods. Although our method was
stated in terms of discrete time dynamical systems, it also applies to continuous time dynamics if
discretized for example through a Poincare´ map.
As examples we studied “typical” low-dimensional chaotic systems. In higher dimensions, for
example when studying chaotic collective effects in networks, we expect our method to behave
qualitatively similar as in the three-dimensional case, although an increase in dimension of the
unstable manifold of periodic orbits places additional constraints on stabilizability. A priori es-
timates of the local stability properties of the periodic orbits embedded in the attractor yield an
estimate of how many periodic orbits can be stabilized. This limitation could be overcome by tun-
ing the eigenvalue corresponding to some eigenvector separately. From a mathematical point of
view, a different approach would be to allow the control parameter to take complex values, turning
the problem into one of complex dynamics in several complex variables16. On the other hand, the
local stability property conditions provide design principles for attractors to contain many unsta-
ble periodic orbits that our Stalled Predictive Feedback Control method is capable of stabilizing.
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These important questions, however, are beyond the scope of the current article and will have to
be addressed in further research.
Conversely, the local stability properties and the narrowing of the regime of stability for the
control parameter µ while α > 0 is fixed can actually be exploited. Different local stability
properties of the unstable periodic orbits allow for stabilization of a specific set of periodic orbits.
Hence, through the choice of parameters, the targeted periodic orbits can become stable periodic
orbits of the dynamics.
Adaptation mechanisms not only provide a way to tune the adaptation parameter to a suitable
value, but they also allow for an increase in both speed and reliability. In contrast to previously
proposed adaptation6,30, the proposed hybrid algorithm also adapts for optimal convergence speed.
A broad range of parameters allows for a period-independent choice of adaptation parameter,
hence giving a chaos control method with a set of parameters for which it stabilizes many periodic
points of most periods quickly and reliably. Adaptation using the objective function (16) also
prevents the system from converging to one of the periodic orbits potentially induced by stalling
control. However, as our adaptation method merely serves as a proof of concept, it still leaves
room for improvement. In particular, the cap of adaptation speed through the sigmoidal function is
a major source of slowdown. Moreover, adaptation could be extended to the stalling parameter α.
Since stalling PFC increases the number of evaluations of fp needed for a single iteration of
hp,µ, it would be desirable to extend the theory to a “fractional stalling parameter,” i.e., to allow for
stalling by composing with f ◦q where q < p. With such stalling, however, one needs to track the
point of the periodic orbit, as discussed in Section IV C, rendering the theoretical analysis more
subtle.
In conclusion, Stalled Predictive Feedback Control of Chaos together with a suitable adaptation
scheme is a step towards a fast, reliable, easy-to-implement, and broadly applicable chaos control
method. It would be interesting to see it applied in experimental setups in the future.
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